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Outline of Talk

Drivers of health care cost growth

Health care innovation is proceeding apace, 

and much of it isn’t cheap

 Financing innovation, especially for public 

programs and the resulting social tensions



The Half Century Rise in Health 

Care Cost Is Well Known *
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*Source: https://stats.oecd.org/Index.aspx?DataSetCode=SHA#. OECD data differ from US National Health Accounts data on

Total Health Care spending, but approximately equal Health Consumption Expenditures in the US Nat’l Health Accounts data. 

https://stats.oecd.org/Index.aspx?DataSetCode=SHA


But Recently Cost as % of GDP Has 
Been Stable in the US and France*
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*Source: https://stats.oecd.org/Index.aspx?DataSetCode=SHA. The US 0.5 percentage point increase from 2014-2016 

is likely from the insurance expansions of the Affordable Care Act (“Obamacare”).

Because of Covid I am not sure what to make of the 2020 figure for France, 

which is “estimated.”  US data for 2020 are not in the current OECD data set

https://stats.oecd.org/Index.aspx?DataSetCode=SHA


% Growth in GDP Share in 

Other High-Income Countries*

2010 2019

Australia 8.4 9.4

Canada 10.7 10.8

Germany 11.1 11.7

Italy 8.9 8.7

Japan 9.2 11.0

Netherlands 10.2 10.2

Norway 8.9 10.5

Switzerland 9.9 11.3

UK 9.8 10.2

*Source: OECD, https://stats.oecd.org/Index.aspx?DataSetCode=SHA

The share only fell in one country (Italy).



What About the Future?

As Yogi Berra, an American baseball player who was noted for malapropisms said,

“It’s hard to make predictions, especially about the future.”



What Has Driven This Growth 

in Health Care Spending?

 I have highlighted income and technology*

 But technological adoption is endogenous 

and depends on willingness to pay/income

 In 2009 two colleagues and I decomposed 

health cost growth drivers**

 We relied on an analog to the Solow 

decomposition of growth, which comes from 

differentiating 𝑌𝑡 = 𝐴𝑡𝑓(𝐾𝑡
𝛽
𝐿𝑡
1−𝛽

)*** wrt t

*Newhouse, Journal of Human Resources, Winter 1977, Newhouse, Journal of Economic Perspectives, Summer 1992.  

**Smith, Newhouse, Freeland, Health Affairs, September 2009.  ***Solow, Review of Economics and Statistics, August 1957.



What Has Driven This Growth, 

cont.?

 Letting 𝐻𝑡 = health care spending in year t,

ሶ𝐻

𝐻𝑡
= ε𝑌 ሶ𝑌/𝑌𝑡 + 𝜀𝐼 ሶ𝐼/𝐼𝑡 + ሶ𝜖𝐷𝐷/𝐷𝑡 + ሶ𝜀𝑃𝑃/𝑃𝑡 +

ሶ𝐴
𝐴𝑡

where ሶ𝐻/𝐻𝑡 = growth of real per capita health care spending, 
ሶ𝑌/𝑌𝑡 = growth of real GDP/capita (income), ሶ𝐼/𝐼𝑡 = change in 

% out-of-pocket, ሶ𝐷/𝐷𝑡 = change in demographics (age-sex), 

ሶ𝑃/𝑃𝑡 = change in the relative price of health care, 
ሶ𝐴

𝐴𝑡
= the 

technological change residual, and the 𝜀’s are weights to be 

estimated (except ሶ𝜖𝐷 is definitionally 1.0*)

* ሶ𝐷/𝐷𝑡 is the change in the age-sex distribution weighted by relative spending in each age-sex group.



Accounting for Technological 

Change

We used OECD panel data to estimate the 

above equation adding country fixed effects

 Like ሶ𝐴/𝐴 in the Solow equation, the effect 

of technology and any interactions with it 

equals the residual after accounting for 

changes in real per capita income, insurance, 

demography, and relative medical prices

 Since technology is endogenous, it should 

interact with income growth



Measuring the Technology-

Income Interaction

 The key step in Smith, Newhouse, and 

Freeland (SNF) was to specify a second 

equation that added year fixed effects 

 SNF assumed the effect of technological 

change was common across the OECD 

countries so that the year fixed effects 

measured the main effect of technological 

change and the omitted interaction with 

income was in the residual



Accounting for Technological 

Change, cont.

 SNF specified an equation without year fixed 

effects, the “expenditure equation,” and one 

with year fixed effects, the “income equation”

Using the omitted variable theorem, the omitted 

income*technology interaction effect =                       

[ොε𝑌𝐸𝑥𝑝 𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 - ොε𝑌𝐼𝑛𝑐 𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛] ∗

ሶ𝑌
𝑌𝑡
ሶ𝐻

𝐻𝑡

- other 

omitted interactions of P, I, and D with Y



Accounting for Technological 

Change, cont.

 In the 2009 paper SNF assumed the omitted 

interactions of the change in real income 

with the changes in insurance (I), 

demography (D), and the relative price of 

medical care (P) were small and that the 

omitted interaction term was primarily 

attributable to an income - technological 

change interaction*

*There is an error in Exhibit 1 of the SNF paper; the technology-income interaction

is overstated by 5.5% and the residual is understated by 5.5%.



We Have Now Re-estimated 

Using 1960-2019 Data

 The following slide gives the % of the 

change in US health care cost growth 

accounted for by the above decomposition



Both the ∆Income*∆Technology 

Interaction and ∆Real Income Matter

1. Real GDP “income” elasticity 0.46

2. Real GDP “expenditure” elasticity 1.15

3. Income effects 23.6%

4. Relative medical price inflation 18.0%

5. Demographic effects 9.9%

6. Change in insurance coverage 10.7%

7. Sum of the main effect of technology 

and its interactions
37.8%

8. Interactions of technology with 

income, insurance, medical price 
43.2%

9. Technology residual (main effect) -4.9%

Row 7 is the residual after using the 

“income” equation to predict the change 

in the health care cost growth, or 100% 

minus the sum of Rows 3-6.

Row 8 is (eexp - einc)*log(Y2019/ Y1960)/ 

log(H2019/ H1960). 

Row 9 = Row 7 – Row 8. 

That Row 8 is larger than Row 7 means 

the omitted interactions when 

estimating eexp - einc exceed the main 

effect of technology in explaining 

changes in US health care cost growth.  

Rows 3-7 = % of the US change accounted for by various factors 



US In-Sample Performance
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That the residual is trending negative means

the effects of omitted interactions with

income are somewhat increasing.



We Can Estimate a Similar 

Table with French Data

 To do so we had to make some 

modifications because of data availability; 

e.g., we do not have a measure of P for 

France

 Because we do not have age-specific 

spending for France, D also differs from the 

US measure; we weighted by age-specific 

spending in 8 OECD countries*

Irene Papanicolas, Albert Marino, and Ashish Jha, “Comparison of Health Care Spending by Age in 8 

High-Income Countries”, JAMA Network Open, 2020;3(8):e2014688.



The Main Results for France 

Are Similar to the US

1. Real GDP “income” elasticity 0.58

2. Real GDP “expenditure” elasticity 1.26

3. Change in income 27.3%

4. Demographic effects 9.8%

5. Change in insurance coverage 7.1%

6. Change in technology and relative medical price 

(main effects plus interactions)
55.8%

7. Interactions of technology with income and

relative medical price 
38.0%

8. Technology and relative medical price residual 

(main effects)
17.8%

Row 6 is the residual after using

the “income” equation to predict,

or 100% minus the sum of Rows 3-5

Row 7 is (eexp - einc)*

log(Y2019/ Y1960)/ log(H2019/ H1960). 

Row 8 = Row 6 – Row 7.



In-Sample Performance, 

France
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A Variant of This Model Is Used for 

Official US 10-year Projected Spending

 See Exhibit 7 in 

https://www.cms.gov/Research-Statistics-

Data-and-Systems/Statistics-Trends-and-

Reports/NationalHealthExpendData/Downlo

ads/ProjectionsMethodology.pdf, which also 

goes into more detail about methods and data 

details that I have skipped over

https://www.cms.gov/Research-Statistics-Data-and-Systems/Statistics-Trends-and-Reports/NationalHealthExpendData/Downloads/ProjectionsMethodology.pdf


Back to (Predicting) the Future

What do these results tell us about the 

future share of GDP devoted to health 

across the OECD?

 The key variables are real per capita GDP 

or income growth and the interaction of that 

growth with scientific advance



We Have Projections of 

Future GDP

 The main effect of income can give us a 

lower bound on future health care cost 

growth, but what can one say about 

scientific advance?

 I don’t know how to quantify scientific 

advance, but it certainly does not seem to be 

slowing down



Science Seems to Be Moving 

Toward Personalized Medicine

 The promise of being able to edit the 

genome is that we will be able to repair 

genetic defects that are causing disease; 

already there are clinical trials in progress of 

gene therapy to repair the defect that causes 

sickle cell disease using CRISPR technology



And Immunotherapies for 
Cancer Are Advancing

CAR (chimeric 

antigen receptor)-T 

therapies genetically 

engineer T-cells to 

attach to a specific 

protein or antigen on a 

tumor cell and kill it

* For more see https://www.cancer.gov/about-cancer/treatment/research/car-t-cells



In the US CAR-T Therapy Is 

Very Expensive*

*From Pharmacy Practice News https://www.pharmacypracticenews.com/Clinical/Article/10-21/

Hospitals-Still-Grappling-With-1-M-Price-Tag-for-CAR-T-Rx/64913

https://www.pharmacypracticenews.com/Clinical/Article/10-21/


Even Outside the US CAR-T 

Therapy Is Expensive*

*https://www.biopharmadive.com/news/novartis-car-t-therapy-snags-uk-coverage-cutting-list-price-23-from-us/531613/

Story dated September 5, 2018.

Note that in the US the drug is only about 2/3 of the full cost of treatment

(prior slide)



More Is on the Horizon



More Is on the Horizon, cont.

These excerpts are from Science, July 2, 2021, based on a study 

published in the New England Journal of Medicine, July 1, 2021.

3 out of 6



Many Targeted Therapies Are 

Already on the Market

 There are many monoclonal antibodies and 

small molecule inhibitors on the market that 

target particular receptors or signaling 

pathways; their generic names end in –mab

or –nib

 The next slide lists the brand names of 

several of them and their $ sales in 2019



These Advances Are Coming 

at a Cost

*https://www.spglobal.com/marketintelligence/en/news-insights/latest-news-headlines/cancer-drugs-show-big-sales-rise

-in-2020-abbvie-s-humira-again-tops-list-63249898



Most Drugs on the Slide 

Above Have High Unit Costs

Most of them are targeted at diseases that 

relatively few people have

 Humira for example is a Tumor Necrosis Factor 

alpha blocker that is used in autoimmune 

diseases such as rheumatoid arthritis and 

ankylosing spondylitis

 Keytruda is a Programmed Death (PD-1) 

inhibitor that allows T-cells to attack cancer 

cells and is used to treat some cancers*

*In 2015 Jimmy Carter revealed he had been diagnosed with melanoma, which had metastasized to his brain and liver.

He thought he had only a few weeks to live.  He was treated with Keytruda and is still alive at 97.



The Economics of Targeted 

Drugs

 If only a few patients are expected to take 

these drugs, unit cost must be high enough 

to recover the fixed costs of bringing them 

to market

 If the manufacturer does not expect to cover 

the fixed costs in the global market, the 

drug will not get to market



The Economics of These 

Drugs, cont.

Unlike small molecule drugs, whose price 

falls precipitously when they go off patent, 

many of these drugs are biologics, and their 

price does not fall as much when they go off 

patent



There Has Been a Huge 

Growth in “Specialty Pharmacy”

 Specialty pharmacy in the US consists of 

high-priced drugs, especially biologics

 In 2015 specialty pharmacy accounted for 

38% of US commercial drug spending* – a 

large share, but just 5 years later that share 

had grown to 

51%**

*https://corporate-site-labs-dev.s3.amazonaws.com/2019-09/Express%20Scripts%202015%20Drug%20Trend%20Report.pdf;

**https://d17f9hu9hnb3ar.cloudfront.net/s3fs-public/2021-03/Evernorth 

%202020DrugTrendReport %20ExecutiveSummary_0 .pdf



Spending on Such Drugs in US 

Medicare Has Been Rising Too

“Separately payable Part B drugs” are almost entirely specialty drugs; they are 

injected or infused.  Needless to say, GDP is not growing at 12.1% per year.



Specialty Oral Drugs (Part D) 

Grew in US Medicare Too*

*http://medpac.gov/docs/default-source/reports/jun19_ch2_medpac_reporttocongress_sec.pdf?sfvrsn=0

Those on specialty tiers are very high priced; 0.6% of scripts and 25% of $ in 2017.



Looking Forward

Assuming scientific advance and GDP 

growth continue, the drivers of the future cost 

impact will be: 

 What are the growth rates of GDP and scientific 

advance, and what will be the willingness to pay 

for specific advances? 

 What proportion of the advances are one-time 

cures versus drugs that persons are on for life? 

 In either case what is the increase in survival?



Social Stresses: Who Should 

Get These Advances?

 In addition to the size of the spending 

increase and who pays what of that, there is 

an allocation question: Should or will 

everyone get these expensive medical 

advances?

 In the US context one already sees treatment 

differences between those on Medicaid (tax 

financed) and those on commercial insurance 

and Medicare



Sovaldi and US Public Programs, 

Medicare vs Medicaid*

*Slide courtesy of Troyen A. Brennan. **Metavir class 4 means one has cirrhosis of the liver.

***”Once in a lifetime” means if one is reinfected, he or she will be denied the drug.

**

***



Sovaldi and Medicaid*

*Source: http://www.uphs.upenn.edu/news/News_Releases/2015/11/hcv/



Another Drug Rationed by 

Medicaid, cont.*

*Source: http://www.arktimes.com/ArkansasBlog/archives/2014/07/17/wsj-examines-arkansas-medicaid-denial-of

-expensive-drug-for-cystic-fibrosis

http://www.arktimes.com/ArkansasBlog/archives/2014/07/17/wsj-examines-arkansas-medicaid-denial-of


It Isn’t Just Drugs: Cancer 

Centers and Marketplace Plans*

*Kaiser Health News, January 3, 2017.



Redistribution

 The haves must finance much of the 

medical care for the have nots

 The increasing cost of care changes both the 

intensive and extensive margins of this 

redistribution

 The American political system tends to 

resist redistribution



Tensions

As effective drugs become available for 

serious diseases, the dilemma of either 

paying for them for all, denying them for 

some, or denying them for all will surely 

create social tension



Tensions, cont.

 It is likely the “haves” will be willing to pay 

for insurance that covers many of these 

treatments for themselves; in the US, given 

the track record with Medicaid, it is 

reasonable to think that they may not be 

willing to pay to make them universal



France

 I am even more loath to speculate about 

these issues for a country I do not know well

 But I suspect the issues will surface in  

France as well; if there are important 

therapeutic advances that are not available 

because of cost, there will surely be political 

pressure to make them available or possibly 

some will go elsewhere to gain access; at 

least égalité will be tested

é 



Takeaways

 The rate of income growth and the nature 

and extent of scientific advances will be key 

determinants of future health care cost 

growth

 Rapid, costly innovation could create social 

tensions both in the US and elsewhere





A Caveat: We Assumed 

Constant Elasticities

Assuming constant elasticities seems 

reasonable for predicting over 5 to10 years 

because changes are small, but over a 60 

year period it is not so reasonable because 

of general equilibrium effects; that is, we 

expect growth in health care spending as a 

share of GDP to slow down because of 

higher opportunity costs



The Economics

 If health care were to grow faster than GDP, 

opportunity costs would rise

 In predominantly publicly financed systems such 

as France, this would require tax increases or 

crowding out of other public spending, both of 

which would likely engender resistance

 US financing is about 40% private,* consisting 

of employer-paid premiums, which are financed 

from lower cash wages, and out-of-pocket 

payments by households
*There is a large tax subsidy for employer-paid premiums, which I am counting as a public expenditure.  If I ignored

the tax subsidy, the private share would be about 50%.



The Economics, cont.

 So in the US as well, a continued rise in the 

GDP devoted to health care would lead to 

some mix of tax increases and/or crowdout

of other public spending, higher out-of-

pocket payments, and lower (ceteris 

paribus) cash wages



This Is a Busy Chart, Focus 

on the Deep Orange Bars*



The Story in 2017 Was Very 

Similar



By 2018 the Percentage Had 

Risen to 45%*

*https://corporate-site-labs-prod.s3.us-east-2.amazonaws.com/2019-09/Express%20Scripts

%202018%20Drug%20Trend%20Report%282%29_0.pdf



88% of Personal Health Care 

$ Are Third Party Financed*

 Inefficiencies are well known

 Public sector: deadweight loss from taxes, 

including tax expenditure to finance employer 

subsidies

 Private sector: labor market distortions from 

employment-based insurance such as job lock, 

marriage lock, possible decline in 

entrepreneurial activity

*CMS National Health Accounts



Family Premium Has Been ≥30% of 

Median Household Income Since 2011*
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Federal Budget Stresses Are 

Well Known but Real

Over the next 10 years, health care, Social 

Security, and net interest are projected to 

rise ~4 percentage points as a share of GDP, 

from ~12 to ~16% (next slide)

 But Americans have been remarkably 

resistant to allocating more than 20% of 

GDP to the federal government 

 CBO thinks that will continue (next two slides)



CBO Projections for Federal 

Spending (% of GDP)

Health programs rise ~3 pct pts of GDP, 2021-2051



Federal Revenue Never Has Been 

>20.0% of GDP, 1946-2022*
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Source: https://www.whitehouse.gov/omb/historical-tables/, Table 1.2. 2021 and 2022 estimated. The year 2001 

was the peak, when federal revenues hit 20.0% of GDP.



Federal Revenue Is Projected 

to Stay ~18% of GDP*

*Source: https://www.cbo.gov/system/files/2021-03/56977-LTBO-2021.pdf

This projection assumes current law.



How About Financing This 

Spending with Higher Taxes?*

*Source: https://www.cbo.gov/sites/default/files/114th-congress-2015-2016/reports/51580-ltbo-one-col-2.pdf

https://www.cbo.gov/sites/default/files/114th-congress-2015-2016/reports/51580-ltbo-one-col-2.pdf


What Do 14% and 8% 

Spending Cuts Mean?*

*Source: https://www.cbo.gov/sites/default/files/114th-congress-2015-2016/reports/51580-ltbo-one-col-2.pdf

**CBO assumes health care cost growth roughly 1 pct pt above GDP.

How about debt financing? CBO projects debt/GDP to rise to 

89% in 2027 and 122% in 2040; this could mean a vicious spiral** 

https://www.cbo.gov/sites/default/files/114th-congress-2015-2016/reports/51580-ltbo-one-col-2.pdf


As for the 12% That Is Not 

Third Party Financed*

*Source: Zheng, et al., on line February 2017. 

http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/cncr.30560/abstract;jsessionid=F6CF03039362D2742B0C1EDE9A9E36F3.f04t01



Innovation and Risk 

Adjustment

 Risk adjustment is now set looking 

backward; as a result, diseases with new 

costly treatments are relatively 

undercompensated*

 Perhaps that is why cancer is less profitable 

in Medicare Advantage (next slide)

Adding reinsurance helps;** also CMS has 

some discretion to make adjustments

*Carey, AEJ: Economic Policy, February 2017. **Layton, et al., AJHE, Winter 2016.
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Innovation and Risk 

Adjustment, cont.

 It doesn’t seem administratively possible to 

adjust for every expensive advance at the 

time new products or procedures enter the 

market

And it is not just new products; in principle 

one would adjust in cases of drugs on the 

market that are found to be useful for other 

diseases



Reimbursement

 The US is increasingly moving away from a 

disaggregated fee-for-service system toward 

bundled payments for an episode or full 

capitation, so-called “value-based 

purchasing”

 In such a system a health care delivery 

system or provider organization



Value-Based Purchasing Shifts 

Some Risk to Providers

 Provider organizations, however, have less 

scale and therefore higher variance in mean 

spending than do traditional insurers

Moreover, it is arguably less costly for a 

provider organization to select than for an 

insurer with arms length contracts with 

provider organizations assuming guaranteed 

issue and renewability



Value-Based Purchasing

 So provider organizations at risk could be 

slower to introduce costly innovations, and 

they may discriminate more in the 

allocation of advances within various 

populations; reinsurance helps here

Depending on compensation arrangements 

of individual physicians, however, there 

could be pushback


